Theory of the Theory of the equipartition equipartition of energy of energy --"… at temperatures high enough that "… at temperatures high enough that translational translational, , vibrational vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom are fully excited, and rotational degrees of freedom are fully excited, each type of energy contributes ½ each type of energy contributes ½k kT T to the internal energy, U." to the internal energy, U."
 Translational  Translational  3  3  3  3  Rotational  2  3  Rotational  2  3  Vibrational  Vibrational  3N  3N--5  3N  5 
Thermal Properties of Materials Thermal Properties of Materials
Thermal Stability of Materials (9.1, 9.3 Thermal Stability of Materials (9.1, 9.3 --9.5, 9.8 9.5, 9.8 --9.10) 9.10)
Phase Diagrams Phase Diagrams --P P--T plots provides useful information about the properties, T plots provides useful information about the properties, structures and stability of materials; show the ranges of temper structures and stability of materials; show the ranges of temperature, pressure ature, pressure and composition over which phases are thermodynamically stable. and composition over which phases are thermodynamically stable.
Clapeyron Clapeyron Equation
Equation 
Graphite is favored at low pressures, diamond at high pressures. Graphite is favored at low pressures, diamond at high pressures. Their Their interconversion interconversion is slow at room T and P is slow at room T and P --activation energy is high. activation energy is high.
Carbon phase diagram Carbon phase diagram
Great rearrangement is required; drastically different structure Great rearrangement is required; drastically different structures and properties. s and properties. MgO, c = 1) , c = 1) p = # of phases (i.e. solids, liquids, gases) p = # of phases (i.e. solids, liquids, gases) n = # free variable specifying state of system; n = 2 (T and P) n = # free variable specifying state of system; n = 2 (T and P) or 1 (T or P) or 1 (T or P)
Thermal Properties of Materials Thermal Properties of Materials
Gibbs' Phase Rule Gibbs' Phase Rule --defines relationship between # of free variables defines relationship between # of free variables specifying state of system, chemical components and phases. specifying state of system, chemical components and phases.
For example: H For example: H 2 2 O (boiling); c = 1, p = 2 (gas, liquid), O (boiling); c = 1, p = 2 (gas, liquid), F = 1 (T or P). Either only T or P can vary F = 1 (T or P). Either only T or P can vary independently (a line). independently (a line).
H H 2
2 O (triple point); c = 1, p = 3 (gas, liquid, solid), O (triple point); c = 1, p = 3 (gas, liquid, solid), F = 0. Invariant point, neither T or P can vary. F = 0. Invariant point, neither T or P can vary.
Thermal Properties of Materials Thermal Properties of Materials
Condensed Phase Rule Condensed Phase Rule --Can assume the vapor pressure is negligible Can assume the vapor pressure is negligible (n = 1; only T varies). F = c (n = 1; only T varies). F = c --p + 1; c = 2; P + F = 3 p + 1; c = 2; P + F = 3 
Phase diagrams can be investigated using cooling curves (tempera Phase diagrams can be investigated using cooling curves (temperature ture--time profiles). time profiles). 
Liquid

